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fication for energy conversion.[1–3] More
triboelectric charges are required to be
generated on insulator surfaces in TENG
for higher output performance.[4,5] However, the method to increase triboelectric
charges in TENG is limited since the
mechanism of CE still remains ambiguous. The biggest controversy in CE is the
identity of the charge carriers and their
transfer mechanism. It is well accepted
that the charge transfer between two
metals is due to electron transfer driven
by the difference in the metal’s work function.[6] When the insulator is involved, the
electron trapped in the surface states of
insulator which can be excited into a conducting state is considered as the charge
carriers.[7–10] But some experiments also
pointed out that the number of electrons
in surface traps is insufficient to support
the observed contact charging.[11] And
an opposing opinion is also widespread,
which suggest that the CE involving insulator is caused by the transfer of mobile
ions adsorbing on insulator surfaces[12] or dissolving in the
surface water layer.[13,14]
Very recently, Xu et al. have provided new evidences for
the electron transfer in CE by performing the time-dependent
experiments under different temperatures, and the dissipation of triboelectric charges was suggested to be caused by
the thermionic emission of electrons for solid–solid cases.[15]
As inspired by the thermionic-emission model, we predict
that the temperature may affect not only charge dissipation,
but also charge transfer processes during CE, especially when
the temperatures of two contact pairs are different. In fact,
the temperatures of two solids which rub against each other
are generally different due to the difference in material’s
thermal conductivity,[16] surface roughness,[17,18] asymmetric
friction, etc. When two solids come into contact, electrons
should be thermally excited more strongly at the hotter side,
so they are more likely to transfer to the cooler side. Hence,
the material at a higher temperature tends to be positively
charged, while the material with a lower temperature tends
to be negatively charged in CE. It is a very reliable method to
determine the identity of the charge carriers by performing
the CE between two solids at different temperatures. Also,
if our prediction is verified, the temperature-differenceinduced electron transfer could have general implication for
studying CE between two identical materials with different

The phenomenon of contact electrification (CE) has been known for
thousands of years, but the nature of the charge carriers and their transfer
mechanisms are still under debate. Here, the CE and triboelectric charging
process are studied for a metal–dielectric case at different thermal conditions
by using atomic force microscopy and Kelvin probe force microscopy. The
charge transfer process at the nanoscale is found to follow the modified
thermionic-emission model. In particular, the focus here is on the effect of
a temperature difference between two contacting materials on the CE. It
is revealed that hotter solids tend to receive positive triboelectric charges,
while cooler solids tend to be negatively charged, which suggests that the
temperature-difference-induced charge transfer can be attributed to the
thermionic-emission effect, in which the electrons are thermally excited and
transfer from a hotter surface to a cooler one. Further, a thermionic-emission
band-structure model is proposed to describe the electron transfer between
two solids at different temperatures. The findings also suggest that CE
can occur between two identical materials owing to the existence of a local
temperature difference arising from the nanoscale rubbing of surfaces with
different curvatures/roughness.
Contact electrification (CE) (or triboelectrification) was first
noticed by ancient Greece about 2600 years ago, but its physics
interpretation is not yet available and it is usually referred to as
a negative effect. Fundamental study of this old and well-known
phenomenon is a forgotten corner in basic physics. Nowadays,
it rekindles the researchers’ interest owing to the invention of
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shapes/sizes, in which case the two sides could have different
local temperatures owing to the geometrical effect on local
heat dissipation process,[19–21] which may result in electron
transfer across interface.
In this study, the charge transfer between contacting metal
and dielectric was investigated by using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM).[22–26]
The effect of temperature on charge transport was studied,
and the thermionic emission of electrons was first verified as
the basic mechanism of CE at nanoscale for metal–dielectric
case. Our conclusions were verified by controlling the temperature difference between the metal tip and the dielectric
surface.
In our experiments, a Au-coated silicon tip was used as the
metal contact side and the counterinsulator material sample
was chosen as flat ceramics thin films, such as SiO2, Si3N4,
Al2O3, and AlN, deposited on high doped silicon wafers. The
CE between the tip and the sample was performed under
various temperatures, and the triboelectric charges on the
insulator surface were measured in the KPFM mode. The
entire AFM temperature control module apparatus was placed
inside a closed chamber filled with Ar, as shown in Figure 1a.
The tip temperature was controlled by the tip heater and insulator material was set at a temperature controlled by the sample
heater. Hence, the temperatures of the tip and the sample could
be controlled and monitored independently.
In previous studies, the triboelectric charges were usually
generated by AFM in contact mode, in which the tip directly rubs

on the sample surface.[27–29] In order to avoid friction heating,
tip abrasion and heat exchange between the tip and sample
introduced by rubbing, the peakforce tapping mode was used
to generate triboelectric charges here. In the peakforce tapping
mode, the tip contacts the sample surface point by point, and
the force curve is shown in Figure 1b. The tip approaches the
sample surface until the contact force reaches the set peakforce
(≈10 nN in our experiments), and then the tip is withdrawn
from the sample surface. In the experiments here, the time
of the whole contact cycle for each point was about 1 × 10−3 s,
hence the heat exchange between the tip and the sample
was limited (the calculations are shown in the Supporting
Information). Because there was no lateral friction in the peakforce tapping mode, both the friction heating and tip abrasion
could be avoided. Figure 1c,d presents the tip topography before
peakforce tapping, and Figure 1e,f gives the tip topography after
peakforce tapping for more than 6.5 × 105 times. There was no
visible tip damage observed in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. Figure 1g shows the roughness of the SiO2
sample surface, Figure 1h gives the array of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) detecting spots, and Figure 1i shows
the XPS spectrum of the first detecting spot on the SiO2 sample
(XPS spectrums of other eight red spots are shown in Figure S1
in the Supporting Information). The roughness of the SiO2
sample and the XPS spectrums show that the SiO2 sample was
uniform in composition and topography.
Here, the effect of temperature on both triboelectric charge
generation and charge decay was investigated at nanoscale.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the AFM experiments. a) The setup of AFM experiment platform. b) The force curve of peakforce tapping
mode. c,d) The SEM images of tip topography before peakforce tapping. e,f) The SEM images of tip topography after peakforce tapping for more
than 6.5 × 105 times. g) The SiO2 sample topography measured by AFM. h) The array of XPS detecting spots. i) The XPS spectrum of the SiO2
sample.
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Figure 2. The triboelectric charge generation and dissipation on the SiO2 sample surface at different temperatures. a) The change of SiO2 sample
surface potential induced by contacting with a Au-coated tip at different temperatures. b) The effect of temperature on the transferred charge density
between the tip and the SiO2 sample. c) The decay of the SiO2 surface potential at different temperatures. d) The decay of transferred charge density
on the SiO2 surface at different temperatures.

The CE was performed at different temperatures (from 313
to 513 K), while the tip temperature maintained equal to the
sample temperature. Figure 2a gives the change of SiO2 sample
surface potential induced by CE at various temperatures (the
surface potential of the SiO2 sample before contact charging is
shown in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). Based on
the relationship between the surface potential and the charge
density described in previous study,[27] the transferred charge
density on the sample surface was calculated and shown in
Figure 2b. It was found that the SiO2 sample was negatively
charged when it was contacted by the Au-coated tip, and the
magnitude of transferred charges decreased with increasing
temperature. In particular, the triboelectric charge transfer was
completely eliminated when the temperature increased to 513 K.
This result agrees with the electron thermionic-emission theory
in CE. At a low temperature (313 K), the electrons transferred
from the tip to the SiO2 sample when they are contacted with
each other, and part of these electrons tunneled back when they
were separated.[30,31] And the observed triboelectric charges
were the electrons left on the sample surface. When the temperature increased, more electrons tunneled back to the tip by
thermionic emission. When the temperature increased to 513 K,
all of the electrons tunneled back to the tip or escaped from the
surface caused by thermal excitation, and there were no leftover
transferred electrons. The results suggest that the thermionic
emission can affect the triboelectric charge generation in CE at
nanoscale.
After the CE, the charge dissipation experiment was performed at different temperatures for 60 min. Figure 2c gives
the dissipation results of the surface potential, and the charge
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density decay at different temperatures is shown in Figure 2d.
The surface charges were found to decay faster at higher temperatures. According to the electron thermionic-emission
model described in previous study,[15] the surface charge follows an exponential decay as shown in the following equation

σ = e − at σ i 

(1)

where σ denotes the surface charge density; a denotes the decay
coefficient, which depends on the temperature, Richardson
constant, Boltzmann constant, etc.; σi denotes the initial triboelectric charge density on the surface; and t is the dissipation
time.
However, we found that Equation (1) did not fit our data well,
as shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Information). In Figure 2d,
part of the charges on the surface is difficult to be removed
when the temperature is too low (313–433 K). Considering that
some electrons may be tightly bounded by the surface states of
the insulator material during CE, they may not contribute to
the thermionic emission; we modified the electron thermionicemission model as follows

σ = e − at σ e + σ p



(2)

where σe denotes the triboelectric charges on the shallow surface and has contribution to the thermionic emission and σp
denotes the triboelectric charges that remain on the surface
“permanently.”
As shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information), the modified thermal emission model fits our data perfectly. We noticed
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that the ratio of σe to σp increased with rising temperature,
which means that more electrons will be thermal excited so
that they will transit out the bounding of the surface states. The
results suggest that the charge decay also follows the thermal
emission model at nanoscale.
Since the thermionic emission in CE was demonstrated, it
is possible that the electrons would be thermally excited and
transfer from the hotter material side to the cooler side. Hence,
the charge transfer between the tip and the sample may be
changed when the tip and the sample are set at different temperatures. To verify this, the tip and sample temperatures were
controlled independently, and the tip temperature varied from
313 to 433 K, while the SiO2 sample temperature varied from
403 K. The change of transferred charge density was found
to be related to the temperature difference between the tip
and the sample. As shown in Figure 3, the transferred charge
density increased linearly with rising tip temperature, when
the SiO2 sample temperature maintained at 313, 343, 373, or
403 K, respectively. At a fixed tip temperature, the transferred
charge density was found to decrease when the SiO2 sample
temperature was increased. These results are consistent with
the thermionic-emission model. When the tip temperature
increased, the electrons in the tip were excited and tended to
hop from the tip to the SiO2 sample, and the sample got more
negatively charges. While the sample temperature increased,
the electrons trapped on the SiO2 surface states were exited and
tended to hop from the sample to the tip, and the sample got
fewer negative charges.
Further, the CE between the Au-coated tip and more materials, including Al2O3, AlN and Si3N4, was investigated, and the

results are shown in Figure 4. At 313 K, Al2O3 was negatively
charged while Si3N4 was positively charged when they contacted
with the Au-coated tip. It implies that Si3N4 is more inclined
to donate the electron compared with Al2O3, AlN, and SiO2.
As demonstrated in Figure 4a,c,e, when the tip and sample
temperatures were increased simultaneously, the magnitude
of transferred charges on these sample surfaces decreased,
which was the result of electron thermionic emission from the
sample.
When the tip temperature was increased and the sample
temperature maintained at 313 K, the transferred charges
on the sample surfaces became more negative, as shown in
Figure 4b,d,f. For the Al2O3, the magnitude of the negative
charges on the surface increased when the tip temperature
was increased. The transferred charge density on the AlN
surface was almost zero when the tip temperature equaled
the sample temperature. However, the AlN got more negative charges when the tip temperature was higher than the
sample temperature. Interestingly, different from the other
three materials, the CE charges on Si3N4 were positive, and
their density dropped with the increase of system temperature (Figure 4e). Furthermore, the charge density on Si3N4
experienced a sign reversal with the increase of tip temperature (Figure 4f). The results show that no matter the
transferred charges are positive or negative when the tip
temperature equals the sample temperature, more electrons are injected into the sample when the tip temperature
increases. This is consistent with the thermionic-emission
model, in which the electrons in the tip are excited when the
tip temperature increases and are more likely to transfer to

Figure 3. The effect of temperature difference on the CE between the Au-coated tip and the SiO2 sample. The sample temperature was set at: a) 313 K,
b) 343 K, c) 373 K, and d) 403 K, respectively, while the tip temperature varied from 313 to 433 K.
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Figure 4. The effect of Au-coated tip and sample temperature difference on the CE between the tip and Al2O3, AlN, and Si3N4 flat samples.
a,c,e) The change of transferred charge density on the Al2O3 (a), AlN (c), and Si3N4 (e) surfaces when both the tip and sample temperature increased.
b,d,f) The relation between transferred charge density on the Al2O3 (b), AlN (d), and Si3N4 (f) surfaces and the tip temperature when the sample
temperature is maintained at 313 K.

the sample, making the triboelectric charges on the sample
surface more negative.
Here, a band-structure model is proposed to explain the
temperature-difference-induced charge transfer between the
metal and the dielectric. In the metal, the distribution of electrons at different energy follows the Fermi–Dirac function, as
shown in the following equation
f (E ) =

1
EXP ((E − E f )/kT ) + 1

(3)


where f(E) denotes the probability of an electron in the energy
level E, Ef denotes the Fermi level of the metal, k denotes the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature.
According to Equation (3), the electrons in the metal will be
thermally excited and the increased electron energy is approximately kT. As shown in Figure 5a, we assume that the Fermi
level (Ef) of the metal is higher than the highest occupied surface state level (E0) of the dielectric, and the metal temperature
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(Tm) lower than the dielectric temperatures (Td) (Tm < Td), hence
the energy increase of electrons in the metal (∼kTm) will be lower
than the increase of electron energy in the dielectric (∼kTd). In
this case, the electrons transfer from the metal to the dielectric
in the CE, as shown in Figure 5b. If the dielectric temperature is
deceased, the metal temperature remains unchanged (Tm = Td),
as shown in Figure 5c. The energy increase of electrons in
the metal (∼kTm) will be equal to the increase of electron
energy in the dielectric (∼kTd), which leads to more electrons
hopping from the metal to the dielectric than the situation
when the metal temperature (Tm) is lower than the dielectric
temperatures, as shown in Figure 5d. If the metal temperature
is increased, the dielectric temperature remains unchanged
(Tm > Td), as shown in Figure 5e. The energy increase of electrons in the metal (∼kTm) will be higher than the increase of
electron energy in the dielectric (∼kTd), which leads to more
electrons hopping from the metal to the dielectric, as shown in
Figure 5f. Since the dielectric temperature remains unchanged,
the amount of electron tunneling back to the metal during the
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Figure 5. The band-structure model of the temperature-differenceinduced charge transfer (Ef > E0). a,c,e) The band structure of the metal
and surface states of the dielectric, when the metal temperature is
lower than the dielectric temperature (a), the metal temperature equals
the dielectric temperature (c), and the metal temperature is higher
than the dielectric temperature (e). b,d,f ) Illustration of the contact
charge transfer between the metal and the dielectric, when the metal
temperature is lower than the dielectric temperature (b), the metal
temperature equals the dielectric temperature (d), and the metal temperature is higher than the dielectric temperature (f ).

Figure 6. The band-structure model of the temperature-differenceinduced charge transfer (Ef > E0). a,c,e) The band structure of the
metal and surface states of the dielectric, when the metal temperature
equals the dielectric temperature (a), the metal temperature is
higher than the dielectric temperature (c), and the metal temperature
is much higher than the dielectric temperature (e). b,d,f ) Illustration
of the contact charge transfer between the metal and the dielectric,
when the metal temperature equals the dielectric temperature (b),
the metal temperature is higher than the dielectric temperature (d),
and the metal temperature is much higher than the dielectric
temperature (f ).

separation almost remains unchanged. Hence, the triboelectric
charges on the dielectric surface increase in this case.
In an alternative scenario, if the Fermi level of the metal
is lower than the highest occupied surface state level of the
dielectric, and the metal temperature equals the dielectric temperature, as shown in Figure 6a. The electrons will
transfer from the dielectric to the metal, and the dielectric
will be positively charged, as shown in Figure 6b. When the
metal temperature is increased, and the dielectric temperature remains unchanged (Tm > Td), as shown in Figure 6c.
The energy increase of electrons in the metal will be higher
than the increase of electron energy in the dielectric. The gap
between the effective Fermi level of the metal and the highest
occupied surface state level of the dielectric becomes smaller,

which leads to less electron hopping from the dielectric to
the metal, and the dielectric receive fewer positive charges
in the CE, as shown in Figure 6d. In particular, if the metal
temperature continues to increase and the dielectric temperature remains unchanged (Tm >> Td), the effective Fermi level
of the metal will be higher than the highest occupied surface
state level of the dielectric, as shown in Figure 6e. And the
electrons will transfer from the metal to the dielectric, and
the polarity of the transferred charge in the CE is reversed
(Figure 6f), as we observed in the CE between the Au-coated
tip and Si3N4.
Further, the effect of temperature difference on the CE is
analyzed quantitatively. According to the surface state model,
the polarity and magnitude of transferred charges between the
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metal and the dielectric depend on the metal’s Fermi level (Ef),
the highest occupied surface state level (E0) of the dielectric and
the surface state density of the dielectric (N(E)). When the temperature is 0 K, the transferred charge density on the dielectric
surface in CE can be calculated as
Ef

σ = − e ∫ N (E ) dE
E0

(4)



where e denotes the elementary charge.
Based on our band-structure model, the electron’s energy will
increase when the temperature is increased, and Equation (4)
can be expressed as follows

σ = − e ∫E

E f + kTm
0

+ kTd

N (E ) dE



(5)

where Tm denotes the metal temperature and Td denotes the
dielectric temperature.
When the dielectric temperature remains unchanged, the
derivative of the transferred charge density to the metal temperature can be deduced as follows
dσ
= − ekN (E f + kTm )
dTm


(6)

where N(Ef + kTm) is a function that denotes the surface state
density of the dielectric at the Ef + kTm energy level.
This means that the relation between transferred charge density and metal temperature is linear, which is consistent with the
experimental results in Figures 3 and 4. Also, the slope between
the transferred charges and metal temperature depends on
the surface state density of the dielectric at the energy level
Ef + kTm. The relation between transferred charge density and
tip temperature was linearly fitted in Figures 3 and 4, and the
slope was calculated. According to Equation (6), the surface
state density of SiO2, Si3N4, Al2O3, and AlN was calculated to
be 4.71 × 1012, 8.18 × 1012, 11.01 × 1012, and 4.34 × 1012 eV−1 cm−2,
respectively.
In order to further verify the thermionic-emission model
in CE, experiments were performed under different DC biases
applied between the tip and the dielectric. Figure 7a shows
the effect of tip temperature on the transferred charge density between a Au-coated tip and SiO2 sample, when different
DC biases were applied and the sample temperature was set
at 313 K. At any DC bias, the transferred charge density was
found to be more negative when the tip temperature rose up.
It suggests that the CE still follow the electron thermionicemission model when the DC bias is applied at the interface.
In particular, positive biases (3 and 4.5 V) between the tip and
the SiO2 sample lead to sign reversing of charge transfer in
the experiments. This phenomenon can be explained by the
proposed band-structure model. Without DC bias, the Fermi
level of the Au-coated tip is higher than the highest occupied
surface state level of the SiO2 sample, and the electron transfer
from the tip to the SiO2 sample is shown in Figure 5a,b. When a
negative bias is applied to the tip, the effective Fermi level
of the tip goes up, and more electrons will transfer from the
tip to the SiO2 sample, as shown in Figure 7b. When the tip

Adv. Mater. 2019, 1808197

Figure 7. The robustness tests the thermionic-emission model in CE.
a) The effect of tip temperature on the charge transfer between the
Au-coated tip and the SiO2 sample under various DC biases. b,c) The band
structure of the metal and the dielectric when a negative bias is applied to
the metal, while the metal temperature equals the dielectric temperature
(b) and the metal temperature is higher than the dielectric temperature (c).
d,e) The band structure of the metal and the dielectric when a positive bias
is applied to the metal, while the metal temperature equals the dielectric
temperature (d) and the metal temperature is higher than the dielectric
temperature (e).

temperature increases and the sample temperature remains
unchanged (Tm > Td), the electrons in the tip are thermally
excited and the magnitude of electrons transferred from the
tip to the sample further increase, as shown in Figure 7c.
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And the transfer charge density on the SiO2 sample surface
can be up to −550 µC m−2 in this case (Figure 7a). When a
positive bias is applied to the tip, the effective Fermi level of
the tip goes down. If the positive bias is high enough, the
effective Fermi level will be lower than the highest occupied
surface state level of the SiO2 sample and the electrons will
transfer reversely from the SiO2 sample to the tip, as shown
in Figure 7d. When the tip temperature increases, and higher
than the critical value (343 K in 3 V case and 403 K in 4.5 V
case), the electrons are excited in the tip and the transfer
direction reverses (transfer from the tip to the SiO2 sample),
as shown in Figure 7e.
The discoveries here should have significance in both science and technology. For the science, the researchers have
been confused by some phenomena in CE for decades,
including the CE between identical materials[21] and the
polarity reverse in the CE.[22–24] The temperature-differenceinduced electron transfer provides a new explanation for
these phenomena. Once two identical materials of different
shapes/sizes rub against each other (such as a stick against
a slab), the one with a sharp tip shape tends to have a high
temperature than its counterpart because the limited thermal
conductance, which may lead to the hopping of electrons from
the sharper one to the flat one. Therefore, a temperature difference can affect not only the magnitude but also the polarity
of transferred charges. In practice, since there is no perfect
flat surface, when two surfaces are in contact, the local nonuniformity will result in a non-uniform contact, probably
resulting in a small variation in local temperature across the
surface, which is possible to influence the polarity of transferred charges.
In conclusion, we investigated the effect of temperature on
metal–dielectric CE at nanoscale by using AFM and KPFM. The
triboelectric charge decay was found to follow the thermionicemission model at nanoscale. And the results suggest that
the temperature difference can affect both the magnitude and
polarity of transferred charges in CE. The hotter materials
tend to be positively charged while the cooler materials tend
to be negatively charged. Further, an electron transfer mechanism based on thermionic-emission model was proposed to
explain the effect of temperature on metadielectric CE. Moreover, the findings here give a possible explanation for the CE
between identical materials, polarity reverse in CE and provide
a potential method to control the CE in TENG by changing the
temperature difference.

Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: The SiO2, Si3N4, Al2O3, and AlN layer of 100 nm
in thickness were deposited on high doped silicon surfaces by thermal
oxidation, plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, atomic layer
deposition and magnetron sputtering, respectively.
Temperature Control: The sample was heated by the sample heater
and its temperature was monitored by a temperature sensor under
the sample. The volume of the tip heater was much larger than the tip
volume, hence the tip temperature was approximately equal to the
tip heater temperature when they reached thermal equilibrium. The tip
cantilever would deflect when the tip temperature was changed, and the
cantilever deflection was monitored to determine whether the tip and
the tip heater were in thermal equilibrium.

Adv. Mater. 2019, 1808197

AFM Experiments: The experiments were performed on a commercial
AFM/KPFM equipment Multimode 8 (Bruker, USA). The conductive
tip used here is NSC 18 (MikroMash, USA; coating: Au; tip radius:
25 nm; spring constant: 2.8 N m−1). Before the experiments, the tip
and the sample were both heated to 473 K and maintained for 30 min
in Ar atmosphere first, to remove the water molecules on the sample
surface. Then, the CE was performed in peakforce tapping mode under
different temperatures. In the peakforce tapping scanning, the scan size
was set to 5 µm, scan rate was 4 Hz and peakforce was ≈10 nN. Then,
the triboelectric charges were detected in KPFM mode immediately,
while the tapping amplitude was set to 350 mV, the lift height was 50 nm
and the scan size was 10 µm.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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